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Decentralized control of two DC microgrids interconnected
with tie-line

Sujan ADHIKARI1 , Qianwen XU1, Yi TANG1, Peng WANG1,

Xiaoqiang LI1

Abstract This paper examines the interconnection of two

DC microgrids (MGs) with tie-line. The voltages at

respective MG buses are controlled to manage the power

flow across the tie-line. Formation of such a DC MG

cluster ensures higher reliability of power supply and

flexibility to manage distributed energy resources and loads

in the system. Two MGs consist of photovoltaic and battery

units interfaced by power electronic converters. The bus

voltages of two DC MGs act as an indicator for the power

flow monitoring the supply-demand balance. A decentral-

ized control approach is proposed to control each MG and

bus voltage fluctuation in an allowable range. Furthermore,

a mode adaptive decentralized control approach is pro-

posed for seamless mode transition in order to assign

microgrid operation modes and for the power management

of DC MGs. The effectiveness of the proposed concept is

validated by simulation and experimental results.

Keywords Interconnected DC microgrids, Decentralized

control, Tie-line, Bus voltages, Mode transition

1 Introduction

Microgrid (MG) [1–4] is a conceptual framework for

interconnection of distributed generation, energy storages

and loads. It has expedited the modernization of existing

power systems as an independent entity [5] of the main

grid. With its constituents and characteristic of independent

operation, it has gained attention to address sustainability,

improved reliability and energy efficiency [6] along with

ancillary services [7]. MGs can be classified as AC, DC [8]

and hybrid AC/DC depending upon the structure, function

and objective to be achieved [9, 10].

Rapid growth in the use of renewable energy sources

globally has made DC MGs popular as residential loads,

energy storage systems (ESS) as well as renewable dis-

tributed generators (DGs) like rooftop photovoltaic (PV)

are of DC types. However, the intermittent nature of

renewable sources like solar PV and wind bring instability

issues in MGs and degrades the power quality. Forming an

autonomous MG by organizing renewable DGs and ESS

can mitigate such power intermittency, thus, enhancing the

power quality and making the power supply more efficient

[11, 12]. Moreover, the absence of frequency, phase and

reactive power control in its operation make DC MG

advantageous over traditional AC system. Also, rapid

battery charging of electric vehicles can be facilitated by

powering through high voltage DC buses [11].

A DC MG is composed of parallel-connected converters

interfacing various distributed generation (DG) units. The

objectives of DC MG operation are to control the parallel

converters involved to interface DG units, and to achieve
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proportional load sharing and voltage regulation [12].

Control strategies of DC MG are categorized as central-

ized, decentralized and distributed depending upon the

communication link utilized and are discussed in [13–16]

to address the above mentioned control objectives for

smooth DC MG operation.

The master slave control and hierarchical secondary

control [12, 17] require high bandwidth communication

and is only effective when the loads and sources are closely

connected. Implementation of power sharing in a droop

controlled DC MG is achieved by reducing the voltage

reference with an increase in output current [17]. This

decentralized control approach without high bandwidth

communication compared to master slave control is suit-

able for DC MG [18]. However, it has the disadvantage of

output current sharing accuracy resulted by voltage drop

across line impedance [12]. Another disadvantage of droop

control is voltage deviation, resulted by the reduction of

DC output voltage [19].

The hierarchical control strategy introduced in

[14, 17, 20] classifies the control level into primary, sec-

ondary and tertiary control in a pyramid shape. The

objective of secondary control is to compensate the voltage

deviations, as mentioned above, caused by the droop con-

trol by setting the compensation reference for primary

control. Tertiary control manages the power flow in/out of

the MG when it is connected to other MGs or the mains.

DC bus signaling (DBS) and adaptive adjustment of

droop gain are the most common type of decentralized

control [15]. The details of DBS implementation originally

proposed by [21] is given in [15] and [16]. The two main

objectives of converters in DC MG operation are to regu-

late the system voltage deviation and power flow, which

may create control conflict since only one operating mode

is possible at a time. Thus, the converter units are classified

into bus regulating units and terminal regulating units [16]

as per their control units. The operating modes are selected

on the basis of voltage level for DBS and are classified into

grid dominating, storage dominating and utility dominating

in [15] and [16] to highlight the DBS principle. Since the

frequent charge/discharge might deteriorate the battery, the

energy management system (EMS) for battery energy

storages should be aware of the battery manufacturers

specifications to increase battery lifetime. Overcharge and

over discharge can be avoided by using adaptive calcula-

tion of droop coefficients to balance state of charge (SOC)

between multiple ESS. However, operating mode changes

are not accounted.

Renewable intermittency in an islanded DC MG can be

addressed by ESS to improve stability and reliability of the

system. Moreover, increased reliability can be achieved by

interconnecting neighbouring DC MGs to exchange power

[22, 23]. Reference [22] has proposed a control strategy for

rural grid by interconnecting two DC MGs, operating at

different voltage levels, with a bidirectional DC-DC con-

verter to improve energy efficiency and reliability of the

system. Reliability and efficiency of the system can also be

enhanced by the formation of multiple DC MG clusters

interconnecting several identical DC buses through tie-line.

However, the system is less stable as DC MG clusters

involve multiple parallel converters. Although, various

research are conducted in DC MG, the multiple DC MG

cluster is still novice in research. Still a lot of research

needs to be done in the operation and control of intercon-

nected DC MGs.

This paper proposes a decentralized control approach

where the bus voltage of two interconnected MGs are

controlled, thus, the power flow through tie- line across

MG can be managed. The control strategy is decentralized;

hence, the problem of communication stress does not exist.

The decentralized control is accompanied by mode change

based operation so that the distributed units in MGs can

cope up with the bus voltage regulation (BVR) and power

flow control, making interconnected MGs autonomous and

the power is generated/injected from/into MG when there

is the power deficit caused by supply-demand mismatch in

a particular MG. The contribution of this paper can be

summarized as follows:

1) The use of decentralized control approach eliminates

the communication stress when the MG control areas

are geographically dispersed.

2) The interconnection of MGs with tie-line facilitates

the generation sharing when one of the MGs has

supply demand mismatch.

3) Each MG can operate autonomously when there is no

deficit in supply and has the provision of generation

curtailment during supply surplus.

4) The dynamic operation during load/source variation in

MGs has been examined to maintain the bus voltage.

2 Interconnection of DC MGs through tie-line

Tie-line bias control is the mode of automatic generation

control for interconnected AC power systems. The func-

tions of tie-line bias control can be classified as [24]:

a) It allows each area to respond to its local load changes.

b) It motivates each area in the cluster to respond to the

system frequency change.

c) When an area is unable to supply its demand,

unscheduled sharing occurs in the interconnected

system. In power systems, areas (microgrids) are

interconnected in order to share the generation and

load.
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In AC systems, load frequency control (LFC) is

employed in order to respond to the frequency change of

each area, in an interconnected system, and allow the

power flow through tie-line as inter-area support [25]

during abnormal conditions. The terms ‘‘obligation’’ and

‘‘contribution’’ clarified by [24] for the tie-line bias control

refer to the functions a), b) and c) listed above respectively.

Several control strategies have been reported for LFC in

AC systems [26, 27]. Initially, the LFC was addressed by a

centralized control strategy. Such a control strategy carries

the drawback of computational burden due to communi-

cation links [26, 27] between geographically dispersed

control areas. And hence, the idea of decentralized control

evolved. In order to achieve the dynamic operation of

power systems, decentralization of each cluster control

plays a vital role in saving the cost for data communication

and reduces the stress for network monitoring [27]. The

scope of this paper does not cover the review of control

strategies in AC systems.

References [5, 12, 28, 29] and [23] have reported the

interconnection of DC MG clusters. Hierarchical control

has been proposed in [28, 29] and [23] to regulate the DC

bus voltage and adaptive droop based upon the SOC

information improves the efficiency of parallel connected

batteries in each MGs. Although this distributed approach

using low bandwidth communication between neighboring

network for the estimated average voltage and SOC of

batteries of cluster has been examined by hardware in the

loop simulation, the problem of addressing geographically

dispersed cluster still exists. Reference [5] proposes tertiary

control for power sharing among microgrids in a cluster

and each microgrid has communication network commu-

nion to the secondary control. Reference [12] proposes a

decentralized approach in individual DC MG which mod-

ifies effective droop gain for good voltage regulation and

load sharing. It shows better performance in comparison

with conventional droop control and hierarchical secondary

control. However, the tie-line power flow control for

interconnected MGs is still centralized. No source sharing

has been examined. Though all these literature have sig-

nificant contribution within the scope of the papers, the

interconnection of DC microgrids along with voltage reg-

ulation and power flow is still an open research. In DC

microgrids, tie-line bias control is achieved by regulating

the DC bus voltage to a specific level and provision of

power flow between the control areas when an area is

unable to respond to its demand during disturbance such

that the ‘‘obligation’’ function b) and ‘‘contribution’’

function of tie-line bias control is achieved. The con-

struction of an autonomous DC MG makes a MG able to

respond to its local load change. Sections 3 and 4 further

explain these functions of two interconnected DC MGs

with tie-line.

The general configuration for interconnection of DC

MGs through tie-line is shown in Fig. 1. Two neighboring

DC MGs in remote areas operating at the same voltage

level have been considered in this paper for the reliable

power supply to the load. The interconnected MGs consist

of PV interfaced to each DC bus by means of a DC/ DC

boost converter. Battery along with a bi-directional DC-DC

converter forms ESS in each MG.

The output voltage for conventional V-I droop control in

terms of virtual output impedance can be expressed as (1)

[17]:

v ¼ Vref � iRdroop ð1Þ

where v and i are the static terminal voltage and current of

the converter respectively; Vref is the global voltage

reference; Rdroop is the equivalent resistance of the

converter, affiliated to the droop rate [30]. All the buses

in the DC MG cluster obey the droop control in (1).

Assuming there are n buses in the DC MG cluster and

applying Kirchhoff’s current law, the current flowing from

ith bus to (n� 1) buses can be expressed as (2) [31]. The

power injected through tie-line from the ith bus can be

represented by (3). Power loss in tie-line is expressed as

(4). The power balance of the ith MG during tie-line power

flow is represented by (5):

Idc;iðtieÞ ¼
Xn

j¼1
j 6¼i

Ytie;ijðVdc;i � Vdc;jÞ ð2Þ

Ptie;i ¼ Vdc;iIdc;iðtieÞ ð3Þ

DPtie ¼ I2dc;iðtieÞZtie;ij ð4Þ

PG;i � PD;i � Ptie;i ¼ 0 ð5Þ

where Vdc;i and Vdc;j are the respective DC bus voltages of

ith and jth bus; Ytie;ij, Ztie;ij, Ptie;i are the tie-line admittance,

impedance and tie-line power flow respectively; PG;i and

PD;i are the total generation and demand on ith MG. Only

two MGs (MG1 and MG2) have been considered for the
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Fig. 1 Typical configuration of two interconnected DC MGs
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study in this paper. MG1 and MG2 shown in Fig. 1 operate

autonomously unless there is power deficit in one of the

MGs.

3 Control strategy

Most converters act as inherent current source convert-

ers [16]. Reference current (iref ) for the current control loop

of the converter can be generated from (1). The transfer

function (Gconv;iðsÞ) for inner closed loop current control in

ith converter in both MGs has low pass characteristic with

high bandwidth due to fast switching [16] and is expressed

as in (6), where si represents time constant. This transfer

function yields the bus current (ibusi) at the output [16].

Gconv;iðsÞ ¼ 1=ðsisþ 1Þ ð6Þ

vdc1 þ vdc2 ¼ 2v�MG ð7Þ

2vdc1 þ vtie ¼ 2v�MG ð8Þ

2vdc2 � vtie ¼ 2v�MG ð9Þ

vdc1 ¼ v�MG � Rdp1io1 þ ðkp1 þ ki1=sÞ 2v�MG � ð2vdc1 þ vtieÞ
� �

ð10Þ

vdc2 ¼ v�MG � Rdp2io2 þ ðkp2 þ ki2=sÞ 2v�MG � ð2vdc2 � vtieÞ
� �

ð11Þ

vtie ¼ ItieZtie ð12Þ

The converters involved in DC MG regulate the power

flow of local terminal and the voltage deviation of the

system. To avoid control conflict, converters are classified

as terminal regulating unit and bus regulating unit for

power flow control as per their objective.

The renewable DGs performing on MPPT are termed as

terminal regulating unit and their function is to supply the

power demand of the system. The power production is

independent of DC bus voltage variation. Unlike the PV

converter, the battery converter in DC MG regulates the

system voltage and nurtures power balance of the system.

Because of such an objective, it is termed as bus regulating

unit and can be expressed as a thevenin equivalent circuit

with series impedance. The thevenin voltage source refers

to the voltage reference, the series impedance refers to

virtual impedance and the unit control operates in droop

control mode [15]. The control loops for the battery con-

verters in two interconnected MGs are shown in Fig. 2. The

red dotted indication shows a control loop which generates

the voltage error signal of MG1 and MG2 buses. These

error signals are the voltage correction term Verr 1 and

Verr 2 that restore the voltages at MG1 and MG2 buses and

are added to the droop control unit of each MG. The

principle behind the bus voltage error minimization

indicated in Fig. 2 is expressed as in (7) and can be elab-

orated as (8) and (9) for MG1 and MG2 respectively, where

vdc1; vdc2 represent the dc bus voltages of MG1 and MG2

respectively and v�MG signifies the MG reference voltage.

Rdp1 and Rdp2 represent droop gains of battery converters in

MG1 and MG2 respectively. Itie and Ztie stand for tie-line

current and impedance, respectively. Cbus1, Cbus2 and RL1,

RL2 in Fig. 2 represent bus capacitors and load resistances

for MG1 and MG1 respectively [23]. The generalized

expressions for the battery converter output voltages for

MG1 and MG2 can be simplified as in (10) and (11). The

tie-line voltage drop vtie is expressed as (12).

The tie-line power flow is dependent on the voltage

difference between two buses and is calculated based

upon (3). The amount of tie-line power flow depends

upon �5% change in the DC bus voltages of intercon-

nected MGs. The rating of tie-line is based upon the

maximum temperature of the conductor at which the line

is designed to operate. There is always a time delay

between a sudden change in thermal heating of conduc-

tors to the following temperature rise as the conductors

have significant thermal mass. A tie-line can withstand

115% overload for 10 minutes without exceeding design

temperature [32].

When a DC current is flowing through round cylindrical

conductor the current is uniformly distributed over its cross

sectional area and its DC resistance is calculated as (13)

[33]. Resistance of Ztie depends upon the resistivity (q) of a
conductive material, its length (l) and cross-sectional area

(A) of a conductor. The resistivity of a conductor and

temperature coefficient depend upon conductor material.

No change in effective resistance due to skin effect and

frequency change takes place in DC systems.

Ztie ¼ ql=A ð13Þ

The control strategy proposed above is based upon (7)

and is only applicable to minimize the bus voltage errors of

two MGs. Due to this limitation, the topology for n bus

MGs connected with multiple tie-lines and the impact of

Ztie variation in the system have not been considered in this

paper.

4 Mode adaptive decentralized control

As mentioned in the control strategy section, the con-

verters in DC MG are categorized into terminal regulating

unit and bus regulating unit and each converter has a par-

ticular function, either to regulate bus voltage or to regulate

the power flow in the local terminal, assigned in order to

avoid control conflict. Since the renewable DGs and loads

are intermittent in nature, it is necessary to adaptively

adjust the operation modes considering such variations. For
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instance, renewable generators like PV and wind work at

MPPT when the load demand is high but this is not similar

when the demand is low. To mitigate this issue, the oper-

ation modes of DGs and ESS involved in MG are desig-

nated depending upon the voltage level.

The DC bus voltage level is classified into three regions:

nominal voltage, Vhigh and Vlow as shown in Fig. 3 [16, 30].

Vhigh and Vlow are designated as �5% of the nominal DC

bus voltage in order to indicate the operation modes des-

ignation. Droop and constant power (CP) operations indi-

cated in Fig. 3 account for BVR and constant power mode

respectively. For instance, in case of power interruption of

renewable:

DG like PV or due to the rise in local consumption in

MG1, the DC bus voltage at MG1 decreases and due to the

bus voltage deviation between two MGs, power flow from

MG2 to MG1 takes place. ESS in both MGs operate in BVR

mode.When the local load demand at oneMGor bothMGs is

less than the total generation in eachMG, the DC bus voltage

increases. In order to retain this increment to the nominal

value, the terminal regulating unit such as PV should change

its operation fromMPPT toBVRmode and battery converter

shifts to current control mode and charge/discharge of the

battery is determined by the reference current provided to the

battery converter (i.e. rated charging current provided by the

manufacturer). If the local generation is sufficient tomeet the

local demand, there is no mode change, terminal regulating

unit works on MPPT mode and bus regulating unit on BVR

mode. In suchmanner, the distributed generation units in two

MGs switch their operation modes, in order to respond to the

supply-demand change, maintaining DC bus voltage. If the

generation units and capacity of an energy storage in both

MGs are insufficient to satisfy the local demand, load cur-

tailment should be considered in such a case. The details of

the generation and energy storage status for such a scenario

have been tabulated in first row of Table 1.When the DC bus

voltage of aMG decreases further due to the excess demand,

the power flows through tie-line due to the difference in bus

voltages of two MGs but within the capacity of tie-line.

Contrary to the centralized and distributed control

implemented for interconnection of DC MGs with tie-line,

the decentralized control proposed in this paper is prefer-

able because it eliminates the communication stress for

geographically dispersed control areas. The control

implemented qualitatively proves to be simple and feasible.

Moreover, the decentralized mode adaptive control for the

power management of DC MGs adjusts the operation

modes of RES and ESS as discussed above. Such self-

disciplined regulation of converters in MGs without com-

munication links enhances the flexibility and reliability of

the system.

5 Simulation and experimental results

5.1 Simulation results

Two MGs consisting of PV and battery are built in the

piecewise linear electrical circuit simulation (PLECS)
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environment to validate the above mentioned control

strategies. The DC bus voltage is set to be 380V. The use

of decentralized control is tested for two types of load:

constant power load (CPL) and a step load change in each

MG to examine whether the load change is self-sustained

by the respective MG.

Figure 4 shows the implementation of proposed control

loop in Fig. 2. Before t ¼ 4 s, the voltage difference (DV)
of MG1 and MG2 is 0:724V and power flows through tie-

line (Ptie ¼ 249:8W) due to CPL of 1000W and 1500W

connected to MG1 and MG2 respectively. Itie signifies the

corresponding tie-line current in Fig. 4. This phenomenon

proves the necessity of control loop for bus voltage error

minimization in Fig. 2 for the autonomous operation of

each MG when the local supply is sufficient to cater the

local demand. After the control loop for bus voltage error

minimization is activated in 4 s, the tie-line power flow is

reduced to zero by maintaining bus voltages at 380V

achieving the function b) discussed in Sect. 2.

A step load is introduced in the system with the proposed

decentralized control at t ¼ 5 s and 10 s in MG1 and MG2

respectively in Fig. 5. From the waveforms, it can be seen

that at steady state, both the DC bus voltages of MG1 (Vdc1)

and MG2 (Vdc2) are 380V and hence the tie-line current is

zero. At t ¼ 5 s, there is a step load change in MG1 which

causes the power demand to increase. Since PV at both MGs

are in MPPT mode, the battery responds to the power deficit

caused by load change. The response of battery to the load

change regulates the bus voltage fluctuation and it is main-

tained to be 380V, making tie-line current flow to zero.

Similarly, at t ¼ 10 s, a step load is applied toMG2 andMG2

is able to regulate the bus voltage fluctuation and supply

power to maintain generation-demand balance. This shows

that the MG is able to cater its local demand and hence the

‘‘obligation’’ function a) of tie-line bias control discussed in

Sect. 2 is achieved.

The logic behind the relationship between bus voltage

increment/decrement due to the change in generation/de-

mand is provided in Sect. 4. For the sake of brevity, CPL of

200W which is less than MPPT generation of PV is

Table 1 Operation modes and corresponding values during different voltage levels

MG1 MG2 MG1/MG2 Vbus [Vhigh Vlow\Vbus Vbus\Vlow Ptie

Vbus\Vhigh

PG1\PL1 PG2\PL2 MPPT/MPPT – – Vbus1;Vbus2 –

SoCES1 � LL SoCES2 � LL BRM/BRM

PG1 [PL1 PG2 [PL2 BRM/BRM Vbus1;Vbus2 – – –

SoCES1 �UL SoCES2 �UL Dischz/Dischz

PG1 [PL1 PG2 [PL2 MPPT/MPPT – Vbus1;Vbus2 – –

SoCES1 � LL SoCES2 � LL Ch/Ch

PG1\PL1 PG2\PL2 MPPT/MPPT – Vbus1;Vbus2 – –

SoCES1 �UL SoCES2 �UL Disch/Disch

PG1 [PL1 PG2\PL2 MPPT/MPPT – Vbus1;Vbus2 – –

SoCES1 � LL SoCES2 �UL Ch/Disch

PG1\PL1 PG2 [PL2 MPPT/MPPT – Vbus1;Vbus2 – –

SoCES1 �UL SoCES2 � LL Disch/Ch

PG1 [PL1 PG2\PL2 BRM/MPPT Vbus1 – Vbus2 (2) and (3)

LL\SOCES1 SoCES2 � LL Dischz/ch

SoCES1 �UL

PG1\PL1 PG2 [PL2 MPPT/BRM Vbus2 - Vbus1 (2) and (3)

SoCES1 � LL LL\SoCES1 ch/Dischz

SoCES1 �UL

z denotes discharge at manufacturer’s specification in current control mode; LL and UL denote SOC lower and upper limit of ES; the subscripts

G, L and ES denote generation, load and energy storage (battery) for the respective MG
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provided in both MGs. The changes in MG1 have been

observed to validate mode change based operation setting

Vhigh as 390V and Vlow as 370V and the bus voltages of

MG1 and MG2 along with tie-line current flow are shown

in Fig. 6. A DC bus signal of 395V is provided at t ¼ 0 s in

the control logic, PV at this moment operates at BVR

(Fig. 7) and battery is charged with manufacturer’s

charging current reference. At 5 s, the DC bus voltage is

ramped from 395 to 380 V (slope �5 per second). When

the control logic finds the moment of 390V at t ¼ 6 s in

Fig. 6, the PV and battery converters are changed to MPPT

(Fig. 7) and BVR mode respectively. Similarly, a ramped

DC signal from 380 to 365 V has been observed in

simulation. The power generation, state of ESS and mode

changes in both MGs have been tabulated in Table 1. The

first two rows in Table 1 indicate two extreme scenarios of

operation when load and generation curtailment respec-

tively should be done. The tie-line current which is the

‘‘contribution’’ discussed in previous section, can be cal-

culated using (2) and its maximum value can be obtained

by substituting Vhigh and Vlow in place of bus voltages of ith

and jth microgrid in (2). The nominal system parameters

used during simulation and experiment are listed in

Table 2.

5.2 Experimental results

In this section, a prototype of a droop controlled two

interconnected DC MGs with implementation of control

strategy discussed in Sect. 3 is established. The experi-

mental platform consists of PV, battery and local load for

each MG. The nominal system parameters are listed in

Table 2. The DC bus voltage of the two MGs is set to be

48 V, which is generally implemented in telecommunica-

tion applications. Each microgrid consists of PV and lead

acid battery interfaced to the DC bus by means of a DC-DC

boost converter and a bi-directional DC-DC converter

respectively. The system was controlled by a dSPACE

DS1103 PPC controller board. Four experimental cases

have been carried out to validate the interconnection of DC

microgrids through tie-line.

5.2.1 Voltage stability test by step load change

in the system

This test demonstrates the self-sustained operation of

DC MGs connected through tie-line when the generation of

a MG is sufficient to supply the demand. The battery

Table 2 Simulation and experimental parameters

Parameters Simulation Experimental

Nominal bus voltage (V) 380 48

Battery terminal voltage (V) 190 24

Battery capacity (Ah) 150 7

Load 1/Load 2 ðXÞ 30/30 120/120
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currents and DC bus voltages of both MGs during step load

change in MG2 are shown in Fig. 8. Figure 9 shows the tie-

line current flow during step load change in MG2. It can be

seen from Fig. 8 that the corresponding battery of MG2

(Ibat2) responds to the demand while the battery current at

MG1 (Ibat1) remains unchanged. The DC bus voltages of

both MGs are shown in both Figs. 8 and 9 and are well

regulated.

5.2.2 Voltage stability test by generation fluctuation

This experiment aims to verify the voltage stability

under proposed control scheme. To emulate the generation

fluctuation, an oscillating current is injected by the PV

converter in MG1. The bus voltages and PV converter

currents for MG1 and MG2 are demonstrated in Fig. 10

and the corresponding battery currents for MG1 and MG2

along with bus voltages are displayed in Fig. 11. It can be

seen from the waveforms that the bus voltage is well reg-

ulated since the power deficit is compensated by battery in

MG1. The PV and battery waveforms in MG2 is unaffected

by this variation.

5.2.3 Mode transition test

In this case, MG1 initially operates in generation dom-

inating mode PV being at MPPT mode of operation. The

battery is being charged at this time since the renewable

generation is sufficient to cater to the load demand. When

the battery reaches the saturation point, the bus voltage

rises. In such a case, the PV generation working on MPPT

is supposed to switch to bus regulation mode in order to

curtail the generation. A mode change logic is provided in

MG1 and is demonstrated in Fig. 12. The waveform shows

that the PV unit goes to bus regulation mode while the

battery discharges for the system losses. The control

strategy is effective to regulate the bus voltages.

5.2.4 Tie-line power flow test

The change in the bus voltage is realized at MG1, leading

to tie-line current flow toMG2as expressed in (2). BothMG1

andMG2 have a load of 60X. It can be seen fromFig. 13 that

the tie-line current of 800 mA flows from the higher voltage

(MG1) to the lower voltage level (MG2). MG1 provides tie-

line current while supplying local demand whereas MG2
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supplies local demand only. The bus voltages and battery

currents of both MGs are shown in Fig. 14.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, the interconnection of two DC MGs

through tie-line is implemented for enhancing the relia-

bility and source sharing during power surplus/deficit in a

MG. A decentralized control has been proposed focusing

on geographically dispersed clusters to provide resilience

to the system. The control strategy acknowledges the BVR

in each DC MG. The proposed control strategy has been

facilitated by mode adaptive control which designates the

operation modes of different DG units to venture autono-

mous operation in MGs. As a result, both system reliability

and flexibility could be enhanced. System performance is

verified through simulation and experimental results.
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